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BEPCII / BESIII
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Beijing Electron Positron Collider II (BEPC II)

Storage ring ~240m

IP

BESIII Detector

Linac ~200m

2

MDC: σp/p ~0.5% @ 1GeV 
            σdE/dx ~ 6% 
TOF:  σT ~90 ps (barrel) 
                    110 ps (endcap) 
SCS: 1.0T (2009) 
          0.9T (2012) 
EMC: σE/√E ~ 2.5%@1GeV



BESIII Data sets
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Datasets of BESIII

PRD.98.030001(2018)

10 billion 3 billion

Largest !/# and #(%&) dataset in the world!!

PRD 98 (2018) 030001

World largest J/ψ, ψ(3686), ψ(3770)



◈  In quark model: 

◈ New forms of hardrons in QCD predictionғ 
✦ Multi-quark:  quark number >= 4

✦ Hybrid state: the mixture of quark and gluon

✦ Glueball: composed of gluons


◈ Light hadron spectroscopy is a key tool to test and 
develop theory. Highlights from BESIII: 
✦ X(1835) / X(ppb) studies 
✦ Search for the glueball 
✦ a0(980)-f0(980) mixing 
✦ PWA in ψ(3686)→K+K-η

New forms of hardons

4



Anomalous ππη’ line shape near Mppb threshold 

◈ Both models describe data with almost equally good fit quality

◈ The ppb threshold structure is a molecule state or a bound state? 5

Model I (9.6σ): Flatte formula Model II: 2 resonances

gives B!J=!!"X"1835#$B!X"1835#!#0$%$!$&"3.72'
0.21#!10!4, and B!J=! ! "X"1870#$B!X"1870# !
#0$%$!$ & "1.57' 0.09# ! 10!5. In this model, the
X"1920# is not included in the fit because its significance
is just 3.9%. Considering systematic uncertainties (see below),
the significance of X"1870# is larger than 7%.
The systematic uncertainties come from data-MC

differences in the tracking, photon detection and particle
identification efficiencies, the kinematic fit, requirements
on the invariant mass distribution of "", signal selection of
&0, #, and #0, total number of J=! events, branching
fractions for intermediate states decays, fit ranges, back-
ground descriptions, mass resolutions, and the intermediate
structure of $%$!. In the first model, the dominant terms are
the fit range, the background description, and the inter-
mediate structure of $%$!. Considering all systematic
uncertainties, the final result is shown in Table I. For the
second model, the dominant two systematic sources are the
background description and the intermediate structure of
$%$!. Considering all systematic uncertainties, the final
result is shown in Table II.
In summary, the J=! ! "#0$%$! process is studied with

1.09 ! 109 J=! events collected at the BESIII experiment
in 2012. We observed a significant distortion of the #0$%$!

line shape near the pp̄ mass threshold that cannot be
accommodated by an ordinary Breit-Wigner resonance

function. Two typical models for such a line shape are
used to fit the data. The first model assumes the state
around 1.85 GeV=c2 couples with the pp̄ and the dis-
tortion reflects the opening of the pp̄ decay channel.
The fit result for this model yields a strong coupling
between the broad structure and the pp̄ of g2pp̄=g20 &
2.31' 0.37%0.83

!0.60 , with a statistical significance larger
than 7% for being nonzero. The pole nearest to the pp̄
mass threshold of this state is located at Mpole &
1909.5' 15.9"stat#%9.4

!27.5"syst# MeV=c2 and !pole &
273.5' 21.4"stat#%6.1

!64.0"syst# MeV=c2. The second model
assumes the distortion reflects interference between the
X"1835# and another resonance with mass close to the pp̄
mass threshold. A fit with this model uses a coherent sum
of two interfering Breit-Wigner amplitudes to describe the
#0$%$! mass spectrum around 1.85 GeV=c2. This fit yields
a narrow resonance below the pp̄ mass threshold with
M&1870.2'2.2"stat#%2.3

!0.7"syst#MeV=c2 and ! & 13.0'
6.1"stat#%2.1

!3.8"syst# MeV=c2, with a statistical significance
larger than 7%. With current data, both models fit the data
well with fit qualities, and both suggest the existence of a
state, either a broad state with strong couplings to the pp̄, or
a narrow state just below the pp̄ mass threshold. For the
broad state above the pp̄ mass threshold, its strong
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FIG. 4. Fit results of using a coherent sum of two Breit-Wigner
amplitudes. The dashed dotted vertical line shows the position of
the pp̄ mass threshold, the dots with error bars are data, the solid
curves are total fit results, the dashed curves are the sum of
X"1835# and X"1870#, the short-dashed curves are the f1"1510#,
the dash-dotted curves are the X"2120#, the long-dashed curves
are nonresonant #0$%$! fit results, and the shaded histograms are
background events. The inset shows the data and the global fit
between 1.8 and 1.95 GeV=c2.

TABLE I. Fit results of using the Flatté formula. The first errors
are statistical errors, and the second errors are systematic errors;
the branching ratio is the product of B"J=! ! "X# and
B"X ! #0$%$!#.

The state around 1.85 GeV=c2

M (MeV=c2) 1638.0' 121:9%127.8
!254.3

g20 ["GeV=c2#2] 93.7' 35:4%47.6
!43.9

g2pp̄=g20 2.31' 0.37%0.83
!0.60

Mpole (MeV=c2) 1909.5' 15:9%9.4
!27.5

!pole (MeV=c2) 273.5' 21:4%6.1
!64.0

Branching ratio "3.93' 0.38%0.31
!0.84 # ! 10!4

TABLE II. Fit results using a coherent sum of two Breit-Wigner
amplitudes. The first errors are statistical errors, and the second
errors are systematic errors; the branching ratio (B.R.) is the
product of B"J=! ! "X# and B"X ! #0$%$!#.

X"1835#
Mass (MeV=c2) 1825.3' 2.4%17.3

!2.4
Width (MeV=c2) 245.2' 13:1%4.6

!9.6
B.R. (constructive interference) "3.01' 0.17%0.26

!0.28 # ! 10!4

B.R. (destructive interference) "3.72' 0.21%0.18
!0.35 # ! 10!4

X"1870#
Mass (MeV=c2) 1870.2' 2.2%2.3

!0.7
Width (MeV=c2) 13.0' 6.1%2.1

!3.8
B.R. (constructive interference) "2.03' 0.12%0.43

!0.70 # ! 10!7

B.R. (destructive interference) "1.57' 0.09%0.49
!0.86 # ! 10!5
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X"1835# and another resonance with mass close to the pp̄
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of two interfering Breit-Wigner amplitudes to describe the
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FIG. 4. Fit results of using a coherent sum of two Breit-Wigner
amplitudes. The dashed dotted vertical line shows the position of
the pp̄ mass threshold, the dots with error bars are data, the solid
curves are total fit results, the dashed curves are the sum of
X"1835# and X"1870#, the short-dashed curves are the f1"1510#,
the dash-dotted curves are the X"2120#, the long-dashed curves
are nonresonant #0$%$! fit results, and the shaded histograms are
background events. The inset shows the data and the global fit
between 1.8 and 1.95 GeV=c2.
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the branching ratio is the product of B"J=! ! "X# and
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First establish the direct link between the X(1835) and X(ppb)

PRL 117, 042002



Search for the X(1835) in different decay modes

6

photons from 3.20% to 0.16%. The miscombination of
pions is also studied and found to be negligible. To further
suppress background events containing a !0, events with
any photon pair within a !0 mass window (0.10 < M"" <
0.16 GeV=c2) are rejected. The decay J=# ! $K0

SK
0
S with

$ ! "% leads to the same final state as the investigated
reaction J=# ! "K0

SK
0
S%. Therefore, events in the mass

region jM"% !m$j < 0.04 GeV=c2 are rejected.
After applying the selection criteria discussed above, the

invariant mass spectrum of K0
SK

0
S% shown in Fig. 1(a) is

obtained. Besides a distinct %c signal, a clear structure
around 1.85 GeV=c2 is observed. The K0

SK
0
S mass spec-

trum, shown in Fig. 1(b), reveals a strong enhancement near
the K0

SK
0
S mass threshold, which is interpreted as the

f0!980" by considering spin-parity and isospin conserva-
tion. The scatter plot of the invariant mass of K0

SK
0
S versus

that of K0
SK

0
S% is shown in Fig. 1(c). A clear accumulation

of events is seen around the intersection of the f0!980" and
the structure around 1.85 GeV=c2. This indicates that the
structure around 1.85 GeV=c2 is strongly correlated with
f0!980". By requiring MK0

SK
0
S
< 1.1 GeV=c2, the structure

around 1.85 GeV=c2 becomes much more prominent in
the K0

SK
0
S% mass spectrum [Fig. 1(d)]. In addition, there is

an excess of events around 1.6 GeV=c2.
Potential background processes are studied using a

simulated sample of 1.2 ! 109 J=# decays, in which the

decays with measured branching fractions are generated by
EVTGEN [14] and the remaining J=# decays are generated
according to the LUNDCHARM [15] model. Simulated events
are subject to the same selection procedure applied to data.
No significant peaking background sources have been
identified in the invariant mass spectrum of K0

SK
0
S%.

Dominant backgrounds stem from J=# ! "K0
SK

0
S!

0 and
J=# ! "K0

SK
0
S!

0!0. These non-% backgrounds are consid-
ered in the partial wave analysis (PWA) by selecting events
from data in the % sideband regions defined as 0.45 <
M"" < 0.48 GeV=c2 and 0.60 < M"" < 0.63 GeV=c2, and
they account for about 2.5% of the total number of events
in the % signal region.
A PWA of events satisfying MK0

SK
0
S%
< 2.8 GeV=c2 and

MK0
SK

0
S
< 1.1 GeV=c2 is performed to determine the

parameters of the structure around 1.85 GeV=c2. These
restrictions reduce complexities due to additional inter-
mediate processes. The signal amplitudes are parameter-
ized as sequential two-body decays, according to the isobar
model: J=# ! "X, X ! Y% or ZK0

S, where Y and Z
represent the K0

SK
0
S and K0

S% isobars, respectively. Parity
conservation in the J=# ! "K0

SK
0
S% decay restricts the

possible JPC of the K0
SK

0
S% (X) system to be 0!#, 1##,

2##,2!#, 3##, etc. In this Letter, only spins J < 3 and
possible S-wave or P-wave decays of the X are considered.
The amplitudes are constructed using the covariant tensor
formalism described in Ref. [16]. The relative magnitudes
and phases of the partial wave amplitudes are determined
by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to data. The
contribution of non-% background events is accounted
for in the fit by subtracting the negative log-likelihood
(NLL) value obtained for events in the % sideband region
from the NLL value obtained for events in the % signal
region. The statistical significance of a contribution is
estimated by the difference in NLL with and without the
particular contribution, taking the change in degrees of
freedom into account.
Our initial PWA fits include an X!1835" resonance in

the f0!980"% channel and a nonresonant component in one
of the possible decay channels f0!980"%, f0!1500"% or
f2!1525"%. All possible JPC combinations of the X!1835"
and the nonresonant component are tried. We then extend
the fits by including an additional resonance at lower
K0

SK
0
S% mass. This additional component, denoted here as

the X!1560", improves the fit quality when it is allowed
to interfere with the X!1835". Our final fits show that
the data can be best described with three components:
X!1835" ! f0!980"%, X!1560" ! f0!980"%, and a non-
resonant f0!1500"% component. The JPC of the X!1835",
the X!1560", and the nonresonant component are all found
to be 0!#. The X!1835", X!1560", and f0!1500" are
described by nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner functions, where
the intrinsic widths are not energy dependent. The masses
and widths of the X!1835" and X!1560" are derived by
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FIG. 1 (color online). Invariant mass distributions for selected
events: Invariant mass spectra of (a) K0

SK
0
S% and (b) K0

SK
0
S;

(c) scatter plot of MK0
SK

0
S
versus MK0

SK
0
S%
; (d) K0

SK
0
S% invariant

mass spectrum for events with the requirement MK0
SK

0
S
<

1.1 GeV=c2. Dots with error bars are data; the shaded histograms
are the non-% backgrounds estimated by the % sideband; the solid
histograms are phase space MC events of J=# ! "K0

SK
0
S% with

arbitrary normalization.
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J/ψ→γKsKsη

J/ψ→γγΦ

Dominant decays: X(1835)→f0(980)η 

M = 1844±9+16-25 MeV 

Γ  = 192+20-17+62-43 MeV 

B(J/ψ→γX(1835))B(X(1835)→f0(980)η)  

    = 3.31+0.33-0.30+1.96-1.29 ×10-5

Two solutions with different interference options 

The X(1835) may contain a sizable ss component

Assuming all sources to be independent, the total
systematic uncertainties on the product branching fractions
of the !!1475" and X!1835" are determined by combining
all the individual ones in quadrature. The total systematic
uncertainty on the product branching fraction of the
!!1475" is determined to be 12.9% and 14.9% for solution
I and solution II, respectively. And it is determined to be
14.2% and 16.8% for the two solutions of X!1835". The
systematic uncertainties on the mass and width of the
!!1475" and X!1835" are estimated with a similar method.
Table I lists the measured results. The first uncertainties

are statistical, and the second are systematic. Since both
combinations of "# are considered for each event without
accounting for the associated statistical correlations, the
uncertainties may be overestimated. Although the signifi-
cance of f1!1285" ! "# is less than 5$, the systematic
uncertainty on its branching fraction is also estimated, and
the result is shown in Table I.
In summary, based on a sample of 1.31 ! 109 J/% events

collected with the BESIII detector, we perform an analysis
of the decay J/% ! ""#. Two structures around 1.47 and
1.85 GeV/c2 are observed in the "# invariant mass. A fit on
the "# invariant mass yields the resonant parameters and
the decay branching fraction for the new observed struc-
tures as summarized in Table I, and have statistical
significances of 13.5$ and 6.3$ for the structures around
1.47 and 1.85 GeV/c2, respectively. A fit on the polar angle
distribution of the radiative photon favor JPC # 0!$

assignment for the two resonances. The obtained mass,
width and JPC supports the two new observed resonances
are !!1475" and X!1835", respectively, and this is for the
first time we observed !!1475" and X!1835" decaying into
"# final states.
The partial width ratio of (!!!1405/1475"!"& :

!!!1405/1475"!"#) is calculated to be !11.10%
3.50": 1 for the case of destructive interference and
!7.53% 2.49": 1 for constructive interference, where the
branching fraction of J/% ! "!!1405/1475" ! ""& is
taken from the BES measurement [3]. The ratio is slightly
larger than the prediction of 3.8: 1 in Ref. [10] for the case
of a single pseudoscalar state. On the other hand, if the
!!1405" and the !!1475" are different states, the observa-
tion of the !!1475" decaying into "# final state suggests
that the !!1475" contains a sizable ss̄ component and, if so,
should be the radial excitation of the !0 [6]. The observation

of the X!1835" decaying into "# final state indicates that
this resonance also contains a sizable ss̄ component [21]. It
seems therefore unlikely to be a pure NN̄ bound state.
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TABLE I. Mass, width, and B!J/% ! "X ! ""#" of each component in the two solutions (I) and (II). The first
uncertainties are statistical and the second ones are systematic.

Solution Resonance mR (MeV/c2) ! (MeV) B (10!6)

I !!1475" 1477% 7% 13 118% 22% 17 7.03% 0.92% 0.91
X!1835" 1839% 26% 26 175% 57% 25 1.77% 0.35% 0.25

II !!1475" 1477% 7% 13 118% 22% 17 10.36% 1.51% 1.54
X!1835" 1839% 26% 26 175% 57% 25 8.09% 1.99% 1.36
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Search for the X(1835) in J/ψ→ωππη’

◈ 2-dimension fit is used for the signal extraction.

◈ No obvious signal of the X(1835), the corresponding B.R. 

rate is measured: <6.2×10-5 @ 90% CL
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radiative decay [1], and confirmed later with much higher
statistics by BESIII [2]. Its mass and width were mea-
sured to be M = 1836.5 ± 3.0+5.6

!2.1 MeV/c2 and ! =

190 ± 9+38
!36 MeV, with the product of branching frac-

tions B(J/! ! "X(1835)) · B(X(1835) ! #"$+$!) =
(2.87 ± 0.09+0.49

!0.52) " 10!4 [2]. The X(1835) state was
also seen in the process J/! ! "K0

SK
0
S# [3]; its mass

and width were found to be in agreement with those
measured in Ref. [2], and he quantum numbers JPC were
determined to be 0!+ from a partial wave analysis.
Just a few years before the observation of the X(1835)

state, an anomalous enhancement close to the pp̄ mass
threshold, called X(1860), has been observed by BES in
the J/! ! "pp̄ decay [4], and confirmed by BESIII [5]
and CLEO [6], while no evidence has been seen in other
channels, such as J/! ! %pp̄ [7, 8] or J/! ! &pp̄ [9]. A
partial wave analysis of the pp̄ mass-threshold enhance-
ment was performed [10], and the JPC quantum num-
ber were determined to be the same as for the X(1835).
The discovery of these new states has stimulated many
theoretical speculations on their nature, such as a pp̄
bound state [11–13], a pseudo-scalar glueball [14–16], a
radial excitation of the #" meson [17], etc. Thanks to
the world’s largest e+e! ! J/! data set collected by
BESIII, it has been possible to study in detail the signif-
icant abrupt change in the line shape of the X(1835) !
#"$+$! in correspondence of the pp̄ mass threshold [18],
which could be originated from the opening of the pp̄ ad-
ditional decay channel (threshold e"ect) or by the inter-
ference between two di"erent resonances. However, none
of the hypotheses could be excluded and no final conclu-
sion has been made. In order to extract additional in-
formation about the states around 1.85 GeV/c2 with the
present BESIII statistics, additional decay modes must
be investigated.
In this paper, we report on the search for X(1835)

in the J/! ! %#"$+$! process. The comparison of
the production rates between J/! ! %X(1835) and
J/! ! "X(1835) could also help to get information on
the qq or gluon component of X(1835) [13, 14], i.e. if
X(1835) contains substantial qq components, like the #"

meson, it should be observed in J/! ! %X(1835). Using
the branching fraction of J/! ! %(&)#", the branching
fraction of J/! ! %(&)X(1835) is estimated to be in
the order of 10!5 [14]. On the other hand, a very small
branching fraction is expected for larger gluon compo-
nent. Another estimation was done in Ref. [13], where
B(J/! ! %X(1835)) is expected to be two orders of
magnitude less than that of J/! ! "X(1835) decay.
This analysis is based on 1.31"109 J/! events collected

by BESIII during 2009 and 2012. The BESIII detec-
tor [19] is a magnetic spectrometer operating at BEPCII,
a double-ring e+e! collider with center-of-mass energies
ranging from 2.0 to 4.6 GeV. The geometrical accep-
tance covered is 93% of a 4$ solid angle. From the inner
to the outer side, it consists of a helium-based main drift

chamber (MDC), a time-of-flight system (TOF) and a
CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), all enclosed
in a superconducting solenoidal magnet providing a mag-
netic field of 1 T (0.9 T in 2012). The solenoid is sur-
rounded by an octagonal flux-return yoke with resistive
plate chambers interleaved with steel.

A GEANT4-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation pack-
age [20] is used to optimize selection criteria, estimate
background processes, and determine detection e#ciency.
The production of the J/! resonance is simulated with
KKMC event generator [21, 22], while the decays are gen-
erated with EvtGen [23, 24]. Simulated inclusive J/!
events of approximatively the equivalent luminosity of
data are used to study background processes. The known
decays of J/! are modeled with branching fractions being
set to the world average values from Particle Data Group
(PDG) [25], while the remaining decays are generated
with LUNDCHARM [26]. We simulate 700,000 MC events us-
ing phase space model for the processes J/! ! %#"$+$!

and J/! ! %X(1835), X(1835) ! #"$+$!, which are
used to optimize the event selection and to determine
the selection e#ciency. For the J/! ! %X(1835) sig-
nal simulation we also take into account the JPC = 0!+

quantum numbers.
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FIG. 1. (color online). !!"+"" invariant mass distribution for
data (black points), inclusive MC sample (yellow histogram)
and J/# ! $X(1835), X(1835) ! !!"+"" signal MC sample
with an arbitrary normalization (blue line).

For each candidate event, we select charged tracks well
reconstructed in the MDC detector with the polar angle '
satisfying the condition | cos '| < 0.93. The tracks are re-
quired to pass the interaction point within ±10 cm along
the beam direction and within 1 cm in the plane per-
pendicular to the beams. Photon candidates are recon-
structed using clusters of energy deposited in the EMC.
The energy deposited in the TOF is also included in EMC
measurements in order to improve the reconstruction ef-
ficiency and the energy resolution. Good photon candi-
dates are required to have a deposited energy larger than
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invariant mass distributions. Blue curves refer to the final fit result, while the other fit components are represented by colored
dashed curves: red for # and "" signals, green for # signal and "" background, magenta for # background and "" signal, and
black for both # and "" backgrounds.

used for the background. Systematic e!ects are evalu-
ated by changing the !!"+"" fit range and the bin size,
as well as by varying the fit parameters within one stan-
dard deviation. Since the !!"+"" background-corrected
distribution is extracted from a two-dimensional fit to
the "+"""0 and !"+"" invariant mass spectra, we need
to evaluate its systematic contribution. On this purpose,
three di!erent signal functions are used to parametrize
the # and !! signal: (1) a BW convolved with a dou-
ble Gaussian for # and a double Gaussian for !!, (2) the
# and !! MC shapes, and (3) the convolution of the #
and !! MC shapes with a double Gaussian. The result-
ing !!"+"" background-corrected distribution are then
fitted using a $2-fit, as described before. The fit that
gives the largest result is then used to extract the UL on
the number of X(1835) signal events at 90% C.L., which
amounts to NUL = 582. The corresponding UL on the
branching fraction of the J/% ! #X(1835), X(1835) !
!!"+"" decay at 90% C.L. is calculated as

B(J/% ! #X(1835), X(1835)! !!"+"") <
NUL

NJ/!·!!·Bint·(1""sys)
= 6.2" 10"5, (2)

where &! = 5.26% is the X(1835) selection e"ciency in
the # # !! signal region, and 'sys is the total systematic
uncertainty reported in Table I and discussed below.
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are con-

sidered: uncertainty due to the total number of J/%
events [27], intermediate branching fractions [25], data-
MC di!erences in tracking e"ciency, photon detection ef-
ficiency, selection e"ciencies, angular distributions, kine-
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FIG. 4. (color online). $2-fit result (blue curve) to the back-
ground subtracted ""!+!! invariant mass spectrum (black
dots) extracted as described in the text. Dashed green curve
shows the background contribution which is parameterized
by means of a third-order polynomial function, while for the
signal component we use an e!ciency-weighted BW function.

matic fit, signal and background functions and fit range.
Uncertainties due to the tracking e"ciency for charged
tracks are determined using control samples of J/% !
"+""pp̄ and J/% ! K0

SK
±"#. The di!erence between
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Radiative J/ψ decays are ideal for searching for glueballs — one 
of the BESIII advantages with the world largest J/ψ data sample.

◈ Possible potential glueball candidates: 

◈ 0++: f0(1700) f0(1500) 

• J/ψ→γηη, γKsKs, γπ0π0


◈ 0-+: X(2370) 

• J/ψ→γππη’, γKKη


◈ 2++: f2(2340) 

• J/ψ→γηη, γKsKs, γΦΦ



PWA of J/ψ→γηη

◈ Large production rate of f0(1710) 

✦ Comparable with the LQCD prediction


✦ Large overlap with other scale glueball 
candidates [e.g. f0(1500)]


◈ A strong contribution from f2(2340): 
candidate for the lowest lying tensor glueball

9

To evaluate the contributions from other scalar mesons,
f0!1370", f0!2020", f0!2200" and f0!2330", the PWAwas
performed including them, and none of them has signifi-
cance greater than 5:0!. Therefore, they are not included in
the basic solution.

2. Tensor components

The total contribution from the tensor components is
shown as the histogram in Fig. 4(i), where the peak around
1:5 GeV=c2 is dominated by the well-established reso-
nance f02!1525" and the tensor components contributing
to the bump around 2:1 GeV=c2 are from f2!1810" and
f2!2340". The fitted mass and width of f02!1525" are
1513# 5 MeV=c2 and 75$12

%10 MeV=c2, respectively,
which are consistent with the world average values [16],
and the product branching fraction is calculated to be
B!J=c ! "f02!1525" ! "##" & !3:42$0:43

%0:51" ' 10%5. If
f02!1525" is replaced with another tensor meson close to
1:5 GeV=c2, f2!1565", the log-likelihood is worse by 18.
The PWA is also performed including f2!1565" as an
additional resonance, and its statistical significance is
only 2:0!.

The global fit shows that there is a tensor component
around 1:8 GeV=c2 with a statistical significance of 6:4!,

and its mass and width are determined to be
1822$29

%24 MeV=c2 and 229$52
%42 MeV=c2, respectively,

which is likely to be the f2!1810". However the changes
of the log-likelihood value are only 0.8 or 0.7, if we replace
it with the f2!1910" or f2!1950", respectively, using the
world average values for their masses and widths [16],
which indicates that we cannot distinguish it from
f2!1810", f2!1910" and f2!1950" with the present statis-
tics. In this analysis, this tensor component is denoted as
f2!1810", and the ambiguous assignment of f2!1810" or
f2!1950" is considered as a source of systematic error.
To investigate contributions from other possible tensor

resonances, f2!2010", f2!2150", fJ!2220", f2!2300" and
f2!2340", the fits were performed with alternative combi-
nations, and the statistical significances of f2!2010",
f2!2150" and fJ!2220" are all less than 5:0!, and the
best fit favors the presence of f2!2340" (the statistical
significance is 7:6!) with a mass of 2362$31

%30 MeV=c2, a
width of 334$62

%54 MeV=c2, and a product branching fraction
of B!J=c ! "f2!2340" ! "##" & !5:60$0:62

%0:65" ' 10%5.
Since the mass of f2!2300" is close to f2!2340", an attempt
was made to replace f2!2340" with f2!2300" by fixing its
mass and width to those in PDG [16], and the log-likelihood
value is worse by 15. The narrow fJ!2220" [also known
as $!2230"], which was reported by MarkIII [30] and
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where the detection efficiency "X is obtained by the partial
wave amplitude weighted MC sample,

"X ! !X

!gen
X

!
PNacc

k

!!!!!
PNW

j "Aj#k
!!!!!2

PNgen

i

!!!!!
PNW

j "Aj#i
!!!!!2

: (13)

The statistical errors for masses, widths and branching
ratios in a PWA are defined as one standard deviation
from the optimized results, which corresponds to a change,
0.5, of the log-likelihood value for a specific parameter. In
this analysis, the changes of log-likelihood value and the
number of free parameters in the fit with or without a
resonance are used to evaluate the statistical significance
of this resonance.

B. PWA results

In this analysis, all possible combinations of 0$$, 2$$,
4$$ resonances listed in the PDG summary table [22] are
evaluated, and the fitted components with statistical sig-
nificance larger than 5:0! are kept as the basic solution.
The contribution from 4$$ [f4"2050#] with a statistical
significance of 0:4! is ignored. There are six resonances,
f0"1500#, f0"1710#, f0"2100#, f02"1525#, f2"1810#,
f2"2340#, as well as 0$$ phase space and J=c ! "#
included in the basic solution. Although most of the
J=c ! "# events have been rejected by the above "
mass window requirement, J=c ! "# is included in
the PWA to evaluate its impact from the interference
between the tail of " and other components from J=c !
$X"X ! ###. The masses and widths of the resonances,
branching ratios of J=c radiative decaying to X and the
statistical significances are summarized in Table I.

The comparisons of the ## invariant mass spectrum,
cos%#, cos%$ and "# distributions between the data and
the PWA fit projections (weighted by MC efficiencies) are
displayed in Figs. 3(a)–3(d), where %$ is the polar angle of
the radiative photon in the J=c rest frame, and %# and "#

are the polar angle and azimuthal angle of # in the ##
helicity frame. The PWA results provide a good description
of data. To illustrate the contributions from each component,
the projections for each specific resonance are plotted

[Figs. 4(a)–4(f): f0"1500#, f0"1710#, f0"2100#, f02"1525#,
f2"1810#, f2"2340#], 0$$ phase space [Fig. 4(g)], total 0$$

component [Fig. 4(h)] and total 2$$ component [Fig. 4(i)],
where the dots with error bars are data with the background
events subtracted and the solid histograms are the projec-
tions of the PWA for the specific components.

1. Scalar components

The histogram in Fig. 4(h) shows the contribution of all
the scalar components, where the dominant ones are from
f0"1710# and f0"2100#. For the f0"1710# meson, the PWA
gives a mass of 1759% 6 MeV=c2 and a width of 172%
10 MeV=c2 with a statistical significance of 25!; the mass
and width are consistent with those obtained from J=c !
$K !K [23] and J=c ! $&& [24] at BESII. The f0"2100# is
observed with a statistical significance of 13:9!, and its
mass and width are determined to be 2081% 13 MeV=c2

and 273$27
&24 MeV=c2, respectively, which are in agreement

with previous measurements [25–28]. The product branch-
ing fractions of the f0"1710# and f0"2100# are measured
to beB"J=c ! $f0"1710# ! $### ! "2:35$0:13

&0:11# ' 10&4

and B"J=c ! $f0"2100# ! $### ! "1:13$0:09
&0:10# ' 10&4,

where the errors are statistical only.
The f0"1500# is observed with a statistical significance

of 8:2!, but its production rate, B"J=c ! $f0"1500# !
$### ! "1:65$0:26

&0:31# ' 10&5, is about one order of magni-
tude lower than that of f0"1710# and f0"2100# since its
dominant decay modes are 4& and && [16]. The mass and
width obtained from the global fit are 1468$14

&15 MeV=c2

and 136$41
&26 MeV=c2, respectively, which are consistent

with the BESII measurements in J=c ! $&& [24].
The first experimental evidence for the f0"1790# (M !

1790$40
&30 MeV=c2 and " ! 270$60

&30 MeV=c2) was observed
in J=c ! "&& [29]. Of interest is that no evidence was
observed in J=c ! "K !K [29]. In this analysis, if the
dominant f0"1710# in the basic solution is replaced with
f0"1790#, the log-likelihood is worse by 30. If the f0"1790#
is included as an additional resonance in the fit, the sig-
nificance of f0"1790# is only 1:8!, which indicates that
the uncoupled f0"1790# is either suppressed in radiative
decays or not coupled strongly to ##.

TABLE I. Summary of the PWA results, including the masses and widths for resonances, branching ratios of J=c ! $X, as well as
the significance. The first errors are statistical and the second ones are systematic. The statistical significances here are obtained
according to the changes of the log-likelihood.

Resonance Mass (MeV=c2) Width (MeV=c2) B"J=c ! $X ! $### Significance

f0"1500# 1468$14$23
&15&74 136$41$28

&26&100 "1:65$0:26$0:51
&0:31&1:40# ' 10&5 8:2!

f0"1710# 1759% 6$14
&25 172% 10$32

&16 "2:35$0:13$1:24
&0:11&0:74# ' 10&4 25:0!

f0"2100# 2081% 13$24
&36 273$27$70

&24&23 "1:13$0:09$0:64
&0:10&0:28# ' 10&4 13:9!

f02"1525# 1513% 5$4
&10 75$12$16

&10&8 "3:42$0:43$1:37
&0:51&1:30# ' 10&5 11:0!

f2"1810# 1822$29$66
&24&57 229$52$88

&42&155 "5:40$0:60$3:42
&0:67&2:35# ' 10&5 6:4!

f2"2340# 2362$31$140
&30&63 334$62$165

&54&100 "5:60$0:62$2:37
&0:65&2:07# ' 10&5 7:6!

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 092009 (2013)
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A good channel for the 0++ and 2++ state search
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but S only decreases by 4.7, corresponding to a significance
of less than 5!. Therefore the parameters for these
resonances are set to their PDG values.
In addition to the resonances included in the nominal

solution, the existence of extra resonances is also tested.
For each additional resonance listed in the PDG, a
significance is evaluated with respect to the nominal
solution. No additional resonance that yields a significance
larger than 5! also has a signal yield greater than 1% of the
size of the data sample. Additionally, an extra f0, f2, f4,K!

or K1 amplitude is included in the fit to test for the presence
of an additional unknown resonance. This test is carried out
by including an additional resonance in the fit with a
specific width (50, 150, 300, or 500 MeV=c2) and a
scanned mass in the acceptable region. No evidence for
an additional resonance is observed. The scan of the 2""

resonance presents a significant contribution around
2.3 GeV=c2, with a statistical significance larger than 5!
and a contribution over 1%. However, this hypothetical
resonance interferes strongly with the f2#2340$ due to their
similar masses and widths, and is therefore excluded from
the optimal solution.

B. MI amplitude analysis

1. MI amplitude analysis formalism

The MI amplitude analysis follows the same general
procedure as that described in Ref. [10]. The amplitudes
are extracted independently in bins of KSKS invariant
mass. Only the 0"" and 2"" amplitudes are found to be
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histograms are the fit results for the MD analysis. The pull
distributions [(data-fit)/error] are shown below each plot.
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FIG. 4. Angular distributions including (a) the cos # distribu-
tion for the radiative photon, (b) the cos # distribution of one KS
in the KSKS rest frame, and (c) the azimuthal distribution of one
KS in the KSKS rest frame. Markers with error bars are the data
and the red histograms are the fit results for the MD analysis. The
pull distributions [(data-fit)/error] are shown below each plot.
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is evaluated using the difference in log likelihood,
!S ! ! lnL" lnL0, and the change in the number of
free parameters. Here lnL is the log likelihood when the
amplitude of interest is included and lnL0 is the log
likelihood without the additional amplitude.
From the set of additional accessible resonances, the one

that yields the greatest significance is added to the set of
amplitudes if its significance is greater than 5!. For a wide
resonance, the yieldmust also be larger than 1%.After testing
each additional amplitude, the nominal solution contains
the f0#1370$, f0#1500$, f0#1710$, f0#1790$, f0#2200$,
f0#2330$, f2#1270$, f02#1525$, and f2#2340$ intermediate
states decaying toKSKS aswell as theK1#1270$ andK%#892$
intermediate states decaying to "KS. The nonresonant ampli-
tudes for the KSKS system with JPC ! 0"" and 2"",
described by phase space, are also included.
The resonance parameters, i.e., masses and widths, of the

dominant 0"" and 2"" resonances are optimized in the MD
analysis. The resonance parameters are listed in Table I,
where the parameters listed with uncertainties are opti-
mized while the other parameters are fixed to their PDG
values. The systematic uncertainties, which are discussed
below, include only those related to the MD analysis. In the
resonance parameter optimization, the mass and width of
each resonance are optimized by scanning. The values
corresponding to the minimum S are taken as the optimized
values. The product branching fraction for an intermediate
state X is determined according to

B#J=# ! "X$ ! B#X ! KSKS$ !
NX

NJ=# ! $ ! B2
KS!%"%!

#5$

or

B#J=# ! KSX$ ! B#X ! "KS$ !
NX

NJ=# ! $ ! B2
KS!%"%!

;

#6$

whereNX is the number of events for the given intermediate
state X obtained in the fit, NJ=# is the total number of J=#
events, and BKS!%"%! is the branching fraction of KS !
%"%!, taken from the PDG [5]. The branching fraction for
each process with a specific intermediate state is summa-
rized in Table I.
For the decay J=# ! KSK%#892$ with K%#892$ ! "KS,

the measured branching fraction is 6.28"0.16"0.59
!0.17!0.52 ! 10!6,

which is about 3! away from the product branching
fractions taken from the PDG, 10.8& 1.2 ! 10!6. The
overall branching fraction for radiative J=# decays to
KSKS is determined to be #8.29& 0.02$ ! 10!4, where
the uncertainty is statistical only.
The projections of the KSKS and "KS invariant mass

spectra and the angular distributions of the global fit are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The pull distributions
of the fit relative to the data are also shown. Given the small
statistical uncertainties for such a large data sample, the
pulls tend to fluctuate above one. A series of additional
checks are also performed for the nominal solution. If the
f0#1710$ and f0#1790$ are replaced with a single reso-
nance whose mass and width are optimized, S increases by
72.9, indicating that the model of two resonances in this
vicinity is preferred over the single resonance model. The
f0#2200$ is also replaced by f0#2100$ and f0#2200$ states,

TABLE I. The resonance parameters in the optimal solution. The columns labeledMPDG and "PDG give the corresponding parameters
from the PDG [5]. The branching fractions and significance for each resonance are also given. When two uncertainties are given for a
branching fraction, the first and second uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The systematic uncertainties due to
overall normalization affect the branching fractions, but have little effect on the mass and width parameters.

Resonance M (MeV=c2) MPDG (MeV=c2) " (MeV=c2) "PDG (MeV=c2) Branching fraction Significance

K%#892$ 896 895.81& 0.19 48 47.4& 0.6 #6.28"0.16"0.59
!0.17!0.52 $ ! 10!6 35!

K1#1270$ 1272 1272& 7 90 90& 20 #8.54"1.07"2.35
!1.20!2.13 $ ! 10!7 16!

f0#1370$ 1350& 9"12
!2 1200 to 1500 231& 21"28

!48 200 to 500 #1.07"0.08"0.36
!0.07!0.34 $ ! 10!5 25!

f0#1500$ 1505 1504& 6 109 109& 7 #1.59"0.16"0.18
!0.16!0.56 $ ! 10!5 23!

f0#1710$ 1765& 2"1
!1 1723"6

!5 146& 3"7
!1 139& 8 #2.00"0.03"0.31

!0.02!0.10 $ ! 10!4 " 35!

f0#1790$ 1870& 7"2
!3 ' ' ' 146& 14"7

!15 ' ' ' #1.11"0.06"0.19
!0.06!0.32 $ ! 10!5 24!

f0#2200$ 2184& 5"4
!2 2189& 13 364& 9"4

!7 238& 50 #2.72"0.08"0.17
!0.06!0.47 $ ! 10!4 " 35!

f0#2330$ 2411& 10& 7 ' ' ' 349& 18"23
!1 ' ' ' #4.95"0.21"0.66

!0.21!0.72 $ ! 10!5 35!

f2#1270$ 1275 1275.5& 0.8 185 186.7"2.2
!2.5 #2.58"0.08"0.59

!0.09!0.20 $ ! 10!5 33!

f02#1525$ 1516& 1 1525& 5 75& 1& 1 73"6
!5 #7.99"0.03"0.69

!0.04!0.50 $ ! 10!5 " 35!

f2#2340$ 2233& 34"9
!25 2345"50

!40 507& 37"18
!21 322"70

!60 #5.54"0.34"3.82
!0.40!1.49 $ ! 10!5 26!

0"" PHSP ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' #1.85"0.05"0.68
!0.05!0.26 $ ! 10!5 26!

2"" PHSP ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' #5.73"0.99"4.18
!1.00!3.74 $ ! 10!5 13!
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Model dependent analysis



Amplitude analysis of J/ψ→γπ0π0

◈ Model independent analysis: 
two distinct sets of solutions 
above KK threshold.


◈ Significance structures in the 
scalar spectrum near 1.5GeV, 
1.7GeV (f0(1500), f0(1710)).

11

but have a degenerate ambiguous pair. A study of these
ambiguities (Appendix B) shows consistency between the
mathematically predicted and experimentally determined
ambiguities. Both ambiguous solutions are presented,
because it is impossible to know which represent the
physical solutions without making some additional model

dependent assumptions. If more than two solutions are
found in a given bin, all solutions within 1 unit of log
likelihood from the best solution are compared to the
predicted value derived from the best solution and only that
which matches the prediction is accepted as the ambiguous
partner.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The intensities for the (a) 0!!, (b) 2!! E1, (c) 2!! M2, and (d) 2!! E3 amplitudes as a function ofM!0!0 for the
nominal results. The solid black markers show the intensity calculated from one set of solutions, while the open red markers represent its
ambiguous partner. Note that the intensity of the 2!! E3 amplitude is redundant for the two ambiguous solutions (see Appendix B).
Only statistical errors are presented.
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PWA of J/ψ→γΦΦ

◈ 0-+ states are dominant

◈ For f2(2340), the large production rate is compatible with the LQCD 

prediction for tensor glueball, similar to that in the J/ψ→γηη,  γKsKs 

◈ X(2500) is observed with 8.8σ

12

A good channel for 0-+ and 2++ state search above 2GeV 

worsens the NLL values by 21.2 and 33.0, respectively. The
spin-parity assignment JPC of the X!2500" as 0!# is
significantly better than the 0## hypothesis, with the
NLL value improving by 44.1 units. Changing the spin-
parity assignment of the X!2500" to 2##, resulting in 10
additional free parameters, worsens the NLL value by 0.5,
instead. Therefore, the preferred assignment for the
X!2500" is pseudoscalar. If we replace the two tensor
states f2!2300" and f2!2340" by a single one with free
resonance parameters in the fit, the NLL value is worsened
by 14.7. In this case, a statistical significance test of the

f2!2340" yields a value of 6.1!. The narrow fJ!2220"
(alternatively known as the "!2230"), which was seen in
J=# ! $K#K! at MarkIII [31] and BES [32], but not seen
in J=# ! $K0

SK
0
S at CLEO [33], is also studied. When

included in the PWA, the statistical significance of the
fJ!2220" is found to be 0.8!. The upper limit on the
branching fraction ratio B!"!2230" ! %%"=B!"!2230" !
K#K!" at the 90% C.L. is estimated to be 1.91 ! 10!2. For
the description of the nonresonant contribution, the stat-
istical significance of additional non-resonant contribu-
tions with JPC $ 0## or 2## is less than 5!. Additional

TABLE II. Fraction of each component and interference fractions between two components (%) in the baseline solution. The errors are
statistical only.

Resonance &!2100" &!2225" X!2500" 0!# PHSP f0!2100" f2!2010" f2!2300" f2!2340"
&!2100" 54.2% 1.5 43.5% 1.2 15.2% 1.0 !64.0% 2.2 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 !0.1% 0.0
&!2225" 41.0% 1.6 15.9% 0.7 !60.6% 1.7 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.1% 0.0 !0.1% 0.0
X!2500" 3.2% 0.3 !15.7% 1.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0
0!# PHSP 42.8% 2.3 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0
f0!2100" 6.5% 0.6 0.1% 0.0 0.1% 0.0 !0.5% 0.0
f2!2010" 5.9% 0.8 6.0% 0.7 !18.6% 1.6
f2!2300" 8.8% 1.4 !22.0% 3.5
f2!2340" 38.4% 2.8

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 2. Superposition of data and the PWA fit projections for: (a) invariant mass distributions of %%; (b) cos ' of $ in the J=# rest
frame; (c) cos ' of %1 in the X rest frame; (d) cos ' of K# in the %1 rest frame; (e) the azimuthal angle between the normals to the two
decay planes of % in the X rest frame. Black dots with error bars are data with background events subtracted and the solid red lines are
projections of the model-dependent fit. (f) Intensities of individual JPC components. The red dots, blue boxes and green triangles with
error bars are the intensities of JPC $ 0!#, 0## and 2##, respectively, from the model-independent fit in each bin. The short-dashed,
dash-dotted and long-dashed histograms show the coherent superpositions of the BW resonances with JPC $ 0!#, 0## and 2##,
respectively, from the model-dependent fit.
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sample of Nacc accepted events. The normalization integral
is computed as:

Z
d!"!!"#!!" # $0 !

1

Nacc

XNacc

k

!
d$
d!

"

k
: !8"

Since data contains the contribution of signal and
background, the contribution of non-%% background events
is taken into account by subtracting the negative log-
likelihood (NLL) value obtained for events in the %%
sidebands from the NLL value obtained for events in the
%% signal region, i.e.,

Lsig #
Ldata

Lbkg
; !9"

!lnLsig # !!lnLdata ! lnLbkg": !10"

The number of the fitted events NX for an intermediate
resonance X, which has NWX

independent partial wave
amplitudes Ai, is defined as

NX # $X
$0

· N0; !11"

where N0 is the number of selected events after background
subtraction, and

$X # 1

Nacc

XNacc

k

####
XNWX

j

!Aj"k
####
2

!12"

is the measured cross section of the resonance X and is
calculated with the same MC sample as the measured total
cross section $0.
The branching fraction of J=& ! 'X;X ! %% is calcu-

lated as:

B!J=& ! 'X ! '%%" # NX

NJ=& · (X · B2
%!K$K!

; !13"

where the detection efficiency (X is obtained by the partial
wave amplitude weighted MC sample,

(X # $X
$genX

#
PNacc

k j
PNWX

j !Aj"kj2
PNgen

i j
PNWX

j !Aj"ij2
; !14"

NJ=& is the total number of J=& events, and B%!K$K! #
!48.9% 0.5"% is the branching fraction of % ! K$K!

taken from Ref. [25].

B. PWA results

In this analysis, all possible combinations of JPC # 0!$,
0$$ and 2$$ resonances [28] listed in the PDG [25] are

evaluated. Given the small phase space of J=& ! '%%,
J " 4 states should be suppressed. The changes in the NLL
value and the number of free parameters in the fit with and
without a resonance are used to evaluate its statistical
significance. In the baseline solution, there are three 0!$

resonances ()!2225", )!2100", and X!2500"), one 0$$

resonance (f0!2100"), three 2$$ resonances (f2!2010",
f2!2300", and f2!2340"), and the direct decay of
J=& ! '%%, which is modeled by a 0!$ phase space
distribution (0!$ PHSP) of the %% system. The statistical
significance of each component in the baseline solution is
larger than 5$. The masses and widths of the three 0!$

resonances are free parameters in the fit. The resonance
parameters of the 0$$ and 2$$ resonances are fixed to the
PDG [25] values due to limited statistics. The masses and
widths of the resonances, product branching fractions of
J=& ! 'X, X ! %%, and the statistical significances are
summarized in Table I, where the first errors are statistical,
and the second ones are systematic. The fit fraction of each
component and their interference fractions are shown in
Table II. Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of the data and the
PWA fit projection (weighted by MC efficiencies) of the
invariant mass distributions of %% for the fitted parameters.
The comparisons of the projected data and MC angular
distributions for the events with %% invariant mass less than
2.7 GeV=c2 are shown in Fig. 2(b)–2(e). The *2=nbin value
is displayed on each figure to demonstrate the goodness of
fit, where nbin is the number of bins of each figure and *2 is
defined as:

*2 #
Xnbin

i#1

!ni ! +i"2

+i
; !15"

where ni and +i are the number of events for the data and
the fit projections with the baseline solution in the ith bin of
each figure, respectively.
Various checks are performed to test the reliability of the

model-dependent PWA solution. Replacing the pseudosca-
lar state )!2100" by either )!2010" [29] or )!2320" [30]

TABLE I. Mass, width, B!J=& ! 'X ! '%%" (B.F.) and
significance (Sig.) of each component in the baseline solution.
The first errors are statistical and the second ones are systematic.

Resonance M (MeV=c2) ! (MeV=c2) B.F. (!10!4) Sig.

)!2225" 2216$4$21
!5!11 185$12$43

!14!17 !2.40% 0.10$2.47
!0.18 " 28$

)!2100" 2050$30$75
!24!26 250$36$181

!30!164 !3.30% 0.09$0.18
!3.04 " 22$

X!2500" 2470$15$101
!19!23 230$64$56

!35!33 !0.17% 0.02$0.02
!0.08 " 8.8$

f0!2100" 2101 224 !0.43% 0.04$0.24
!0.03 " 24$

f2!2010" 2011 202 !0.35% 0.05$0.28
!0.15 " 9.5$

f2!2300" 2297 149 !0.44% 0.07$0.09
!0.15 " 6.4$

f2!2340" 2339 319 !1.91% 0.14$0.72
!0.73 " 11$

0!$ PHSP !2.74% 0.15$0.16
!1.48 " 6.8$

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 93, 112011 (2016)
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Fig. 3 The fit result for X (2370) in the invariant-mass distribu-
tion of K K̄!! for the decays: a J/" " # X (2370), X (2370) "
# K+K#!!, !! " $+$#!, ! " # # , b J/" "
# X (2370), X (2370) " # K+K#!!, !! " #%0, %0 " $+$#, c
J/" " # X (2370), X (2370) " # K 0

S K
0
S!

!, !! " $+$#!, ! " # # ,
and d J/" " # X (2370), X (2370) " # K 0

S K
0
S!

!, !! " #%0, %0 "
$+$#. The dots with error bars represent the data; the solid curves

show the fit results; the grid areas represent the signal of X (2370); the
dotted lines are the background shapes from J/" " K $+K#!!+c.c.;
the short dashed double dotted lines show the !! sidebands; the long
dashed lines represent the Chebychev polynomial function; the gray
short dashed lines are the contribution from PHSP MC and the dashed
dotted lines show the sum of all backgrounds

and B(J/" " # X (2120) " # K 0
SK

0
S!

!) < 6.15 % 10#6,
respectively.

5 Systematic uncertainties

Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered
for the determination of the mass and width of X (2370) and
the product branching fractions. These include the efficiency
differences between data and MC simulation in the MDC
tracking, PID, the photon detection, K 0

S reconstruction, the
kinematic fitting, and the mass-window requirements of $0,
!, % and !!. Furthermore, uncertainties associated with the
fit ranges, the background shapes, the sideband regions, the
signal shape parameters of X (2120), intermediate resonance
decay branching fractions and the total number of J/" events
are considered.

5.1 Efficiency estimation

The MDC tracking efficiencies of charged pions and kaons
are investigated using nearly background-free (clean) con-

Table 1 Fit results for the structure around 2.34 GeV/c2 and
2.12 GeV/c2. The superscripts a and b represent the decay modes of
X " K+K#!! and X " K 0

S K
0
S!

!, respectively. The uncertainties are
statistical only

!! " #%0 !! " $+$#!

MX (2370) (MeV/c2) 2341.6 ± 6.5

&X (2370) (MeV) 117 ± 10

N (J/" " # X (2370)a) 882 ± 112 320 ± 40

N (J/" " # X (2370)b) 174 ± 47 55 ± 15

N (J/" " # X (2120)a) < 553.5 < 187.3

N (J/" " # X (2120)b) < 88.7 < 30.0

trol samples of J/" " p p̄$+$# and J/" " K 0
S K

±$&

[24,25], respectively. The difference in tracking efficiencies
between data and MC is 1.0% for each charged pion and kaon.
The photon detection efficiency is studied with a clean sample
of J/" " %0$0 [26], and the result shows that the difference
of photon detection efficiencies between data and MC sim-
ulation is 1.0% for each photon. The systematic uncertainty
from K 0

S reconstruction is determined from the control sam-

123

The X(2370)

◈ First observation of the 
X(2370) in J/ψ→γππη’

13

76 

 

• BESIII confirmed X(1835)  

• BESIII observed X(2120)/X(2370) 

PRL., 106 (2011) 072002  

X(2370)  could be a good candidate for 0-+ glueball  

X(2120)   X(2370) 
X(1835) 

• X(2370) mass consistent with LQCD 0-+ glueball mass 
• J/\ Æ JS+S-K’ is a good place to observe 0-+ glueball 
• X(2370) decay pattern seems similar to Kc ? 
 
Æ Jpc, more decay modes of X(2370) 

J/ψ→γππη’ J/ψ→γKKη’
z Use 1.31 × 10 J/휓 events collected by BESIII in 2009 and 2012 .
z Simultaneous fit is performed on four decay modes:

𝐽/휓 → 훾𝐾 𝐾 휂′ and 𝐽/휓 → 훾𝐾 𝐾 휂′, each 휂′ has two decay modes 휂휋 휋 and 훾휋 휋
z The mass and width of the X(2370) are set to be same in four decay modes.
z Factor(f) of signal yield between two 휂 decay modes is :

z Background :
¾ non – h’ backgrounds :  h’ sideband
¾ J/yÆ K∗Kh’ : data shape after reweighting 
¾ Other backgrounds with Chebychev polynomial function 

3

Simultaneous fit of the X(2370)

𝐵𝑊(푓푟푒푒)⨂𝐺𝑎푢푠푠(푓푖푥푒푑) × 휀z Signal of the X(2370): 

BESIII Preliminary

BESIII Preliminary

z The statistical significance of the X(2370) is 7.6휎.
z Fitting results:

Explanation from the comparison with LQCD prediction: 0-+ glueball candidate

PRL 106, 072002

7.6σ

EPJC 80 (2020) 746



Search for the X(2370) in J/ψ→γηηη’

◈ No evident of the X(2370) in the ηηη’ mass spectrum


◈ The upper limit is consistent in the 0-+ global assumption of the 
X(2370)

14

their branching fractions and efficiencies. Since no evident
X!2370" signal is seen inM!!!0 , a Bayesian method is used
to obtain the upper limit of the signal yield at the
90% confidence level (C.L.). To determine the upper limit
of the signal yield, the distribution of normalized likelihood
values for a series of expected signal event yields is taken as

the probability density function (PDF). The 90% C.L.
yield, NUL, is set such that 90% of the PDF area above zero
yield is contained between 0 and NUL. We repeat this
procedure with different X!2370" signal shape parameters,
fit ranges, !0 sideband regions, and background shapes, and
the maximum upper limit among these cases is selected.
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FIG. 2. Plots (a) and (b) are efficiency curves for the decays of !0 ! "###! and !0 ! ###!! obtained from J=$ ! "X ! "!!!0 MC
simulation, where X means 0!# nonresonant state. Plots (c) and (d) are the simultaneous fit results for the X!2370" in the invariant mass
distribution of !!!0 for the decays of !0 ! "###! and !0 ! ###!!, respectively. Plots (e) and (f) are the fit results for !c in the invariant
mass distribution of !!!0 for the decays of !0 ! "###! and !0 ! ###!!, respectively. The dots with error bars represent the data, the red
solid curves show the fit results, the hatched areas represent the signal of the X!2370" scaled to the upper limit or the signal of the !c, the
brown dashed lines show the events from !0 sideband, the green hyphenated lines represent the Chebychev polynomial function or the
ARGUS function.
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Br(J/ψ→γX(2370))×Br(X(2370)→ηηη’)<9.2×10-6 @ 96% CL
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a0(980)-f0(980) mixing

15

N.N. Achasov, S.A. Devanin & G.N. Shestakov, Phys. Lett. B88, 367 (1979)

isospin violation enhanced by K0 – K+ mass difference 

2mK+ = 987.4 MeV 2mK0 = 995.2 MeV

2mK+

2mK0

expect a narrow line shape:
G≈2(mK0-mK+)=7.8 MeV

PDG2010:
Mf0= 980 � 10 MeV
Gf0= 40 ~ 100 MeV

Ma0= 980 � 20 MeV
Ga0= 50 ~ 100 MeV



a0(980)-f0(980) mixing

16

To determine the f0!980" ! a00!980" mixing signal in
J=! ! "#$0, an unbinned maximum likelihood method is
used to simultaneously fit the $0#mass spectra for the two #
decay modes in the range of #0.70; 1.25$ GeV=c2. In the fit,
the f0!980" ! a00!980" mixing signal, the EM a00!980"
signal as well as their interference are considered as

jAmix!m"ei%&% Aa!m"j2!pq"; !3"

where Amix!m" & Dfa=DaDf is the amplitude of the
mixing signal [17,18], Da and Df in the denominators
are the a00!980" and f0!980" propagators, respectively,
and Dfa & !ga0K%K! · gf0K%K!=16$"i#'K%K!!s" ! 'K0K̄0!s"$
is the mixing term. Here, 'KK̄!s" is the velocity of the K
meson in the rest frame of its mother particle, and s is the
square of center-of-mass energy of the mother particle.
Aa!m"&(pL1qL2=fM2

a0!s!i
!!!
s

p
#!a0

#$0!s"%!a0
KK̄!s"$g) is a

Flatté formula for the EM a00!980" signal. !
a0
#$0

!s"&!g2a0#$0=
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'K0K̄0!s"$ are the partial widths of a00!980" ! #$0 and
a00!980" ! K%K!, respectively, where g2a0#$0 and g2a0K%K!

are the coupling constants and p and q are the momenta of
a00!980" and $0 in the rest frames of J=! and a00!980",
respectively. L1 and L2 are the corresponding orbital
angular momenta and & and % represent the magnitude
and relative phase angle, respectively, between the mixing
signal and the EM process.
In the fit, the central masses and the coupling constants

of a00!980" and f0!980" are fixed to the values obtained by
the Crystal Barrel (CB) experiment [18,21]. The mass
resolution and the detection efficiency curve obtained from
the MC simulation are taken into account. The two # decay
modes share identical parameters for the signal components
in the fit. The background is represented by a second-order
Chebyshev polynomial function with free parameters. The
peaking backgrounds from the #0 decays are included with
shapes and magnitudes fixed to values estimated from the
MC simulation. Two solutions (denoted as solution I and
solution II for the destructive and constructive interfer-
ences, respectively) with different relative phase angles %
but equal fit qualities are found. The statistical significances
of the f0!980" ! a00!980" mixing signal and that of the
J=! ! "a00!980" EM process are 7.4( and 4.6(, respec-
tively, estimated by the changes of likelihood values
between the fits with and without the mixing signal or
EM process included. The resulting fit curves are shown in
Fig. 2, and the signal yields are summarized in Table I.
For the decay !!3686" ! )*c1, *c1 ! $0$%$!, the

candidate events are required to have two identified pions
with opposite charge and at least three photons. A 4C
kinematic fit is performed for the $%$!))) hypothesis.
For events with more than three photons, the combination
with the smallest *24C is retained, and *24C < 20 is required.

To reject the background events with two or four photons
in the final states, the two requirements *24C!$%$!)))" <
*24C!$%$!))))" and *24C!$%$!)))" < *24C!$%$!))" are
imposed. The $0 candidate is reconstructed using the
two-photon combination with invariant mass closest to
m$0 , and the same mass window is applied.
After applying the above requirements, the scatter plot of

M$%$!$0 versus M$%$! is shown in Fig. 3(a). A prominent
cluster of *c1 ! $0f0!980" events is observed. The M$%$!

projection with the *c1 mass requirement of jM$%$!$0 !
m*c1 j < 20 MeV=c2 is shown in Fig. 3(b). The width of the
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FIG. 2. Fits to the M#$0 spectra of the J=! ! "#$0 for
destructive (upper) and constructive (lower) interference in the
decay # ! )) (left) and # ! $%$!$0 (right), respectively. The
dots with error bars represent the data, the (black) solid curves
represent the total fit results, the (red) dashed curves represent the
mixing signals, the (pink) dashed curves represent the J=! !
"a00!980" EM processes, the (light-blue) dotted curves represent
the interference terms, the (dark-red) long-dashed lines represent
the sum of a00!980" signals, the (blue) solid curves show the #0

peaking backgrounds, and the (blue) dot-dashed curves represent
the continuum backgrounds.

TABLE I. Summary of the signal yields (N), relative phase
angles (%), and the statistical significance (S) from the fits, where
the uncertainties are statistical only. In the decay J=! ! "#$0 the
former numbers are for the # ! )) decay mode and the latter are
for the # ! $%$!$0 decay mode.

J=! ! "#$0

Channel Solution I Solution II *c1 ! 3$

N (mixing) 161' 26j45' 7 67' 21j19' 6 42' 7
N (EM) 162' 54j46' 16 130' 51j37' 14 ( ( (
% (degree) 23.6' 11.3 !51.5' 21.3 ( ( (

S (mixing) 7.4( 5.5(
S (EM) 4.6( ( ( (
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f0!980" signal appears significantly narrower than the
world average value [6]. The events from the !c1 sideband
region (3.43 < M"#"!"0 < 3.47 GeV=c2) and the inclusive
MC sample are used to estimate the background shape,
shown as the shaded histogram in Fig. 3(b), which is found
to be flat in the M"#"! distributions.
To determine the yield of the a00!980" ! f0!980"mixing

signal in the !c1 ! "#"!"0 decay, an unbinned maximum
likelihood fit is performed to the M"#"! spectrum in
$0.70; 1.25% GeV=c2. In the fit, the a00!980" ! f0!980"
mixing signal and !c1 ! "0f0!980" ! "#"!"0 EM proc-
ess are described in the same fashion as in Eq. (3), and
the background shape is described by a second-order
Chebyshev polynomial function. The fit result is illustrated
in Fig. 3(b), and the signal yields are summarized in Table I.
The statistical significances of the mixing signal and the
EM process are estimated to be 5.5# and 0.2#, respectively.
The interference effect between the mixing signal and EM
process is weak enough to be neglected. The direct
contribution from the EM process comes out to be
negligible, and it is also ignored in the nominal fit. With
the extracted signal yields, the branching fractions of the
mixing processes J=$ ! %f0!980" ! %a00!980" ! %&"0,
$!3686"! '!c1 ! '"0a00!980"! '"0f0!980"! '"#"!"0,
and the EM process J=$ ! %a00!980" ! %&"0, as well as
the mixing intensities (fa and (af, are calculated as
summarized in Table II, where the normalization branching
fractions are taken from the PDG [6].

The systematic uncertainty for the branching fraction
measurement mainly comes from uncertainties in the event
selection efficiencies, the fit procedure, the branching
fractions of intermediate state decays, and the total numbers
of J=$ and $!3686" events. The uncertainties associated
with the charged tracking and PID are both 1.0% per track
[35], and 1.0% for photon detection [36]. For kinematic
fits, differences in the efficiencies between data and
MC calculations are determined to be 1.5% and 2.5% by
selecting clean control samples of J=$ ! )& ! "#"!"0&
and $!3686" ! "#"!J=$ ! "#"!'&, respectively. The
uncertainties for %, &, "0, and !c1 mass window require-
ments are estimated as 1.8%, 0.1%, 1.0%, and 3.0%,
respectively, while the contributions from the requirements
on !2"0"0 and !2&& are negligible. The uncertainty on the &0

peaking background is estimated by varying &0 yields by 1#
in the fit. The uncertainties on the continuum background
shape are estimated as 3.4% and 2.4% for the two mixing
processes by changing the order of the Chebyshev poly-
nomial. The uncertainties on the branching fractions of the
intermediate state decays are taken from PDG [6]. The
uncertainties on the total numbers of J=$ and $!3686"
events are 0.8% [28,29] and 0.6% [30,31], respectively.
The total systematic uncertainties are the individual uncer-
tainties added in quadrature (the correlation between the
two & decay modes in J=$ ! %&"0 is considered), as listed
as the second item in Table II.
Various experiments, e.g., BNL E852 [22], KLOE

[23,24], and SND [25,26], have reported different central
masses and coupling constants for a00!980" and f0!980"
resonances. To evaluate the likely impact from the input
parameters of a00!980" and f0!980", a series of fits are
carried out with the input masses and coupling constants
from the different experiments. As the fit results turn out to
be sensitive to the various input parameters, the largest
deviations from the nominal results are treated as isolated
uncertainties and are summarized as the third term in
Table II.
We obtain constraints on ga0K#K! and gf0K#K! by

scanning the two coupling constants in the region of
[0.0, 6.0] GeV, which covers all the results from theories
and experiments, and calculate the statistical significance
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FIG. 3. (a) Scatter plot of M"#"!"0 versus M"#"! for the !c1 !
"#"!"0 decay and (b) fit to M"#"! spectrum for the !c1 !
"#"!"0 in the !c1 signal region. The dots with error bars are the
data, the solid curve represents the fit result, the dashed curve
represents the mixing signal, and the shaded histogram represents
the normalized background from the !c1 sideband.

TABLE II. The branching fractions (B) and the intensities (() of the a00!980"-f0!980" mixing. The first
uncertainties are statistical, the second ones are systematic, and the third ones are obtained using different
parameters for a00!980" and f0!980" as described in the text.

f0!980" ! a00!980"
Channel Solution I Solution II a00!980" ! f0!980"
B (mixing) (10!6) 3.18& 0.51& 0.38& 0.28 1.31& 0.41& 0.39& 0.43 0.35& 0.06& 0.03& 0.06
B (EM) (10!6) 3.25& 1.08& 1.08& 1.12 2.62& 1.02& 1.13& 0.48 ' ' '
B (total) (10!6) 4.93& 1.01& 0.96& 1.09 4.37& 0.97& 0.94& 0.06 ' ' '
( (%) 0.99& 0.16& 0.30& 0.09 0.41& 0.13& 0.17& 0.13 0.40& 0.07& 0.14& 0.07
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◈ Include the interference between the mixing signal and EM process in the mass fitting.

◈ First observation of the a0(980)-f0(980) mixing with 7.4σ for f0(980)→a0 (980) and 5.5σ 

for a0(980)→f0(980)
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regions on the coupling constants, ga0K#K! and gf0K#K! , are estimated. The results improve the under-
standing of the nature of a00!980" and f0!980".
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Since the discoveries of a00!980" and f0!980" several
decades ago, explanations about the nature of these two
light scalar mesons have been controversial. These two
states, with similar masses but different decay modes and
isospins, are difficult to accommodate in the traditional
quark-antiquark model [1], and many alternative formula-
tions have been proposed to explain their internal structure,
including tetraquarks [1,2], KK̄ molecule [3], or quark-
antiquark gluon hybrid [4].
The mixing mechanism in the system of a00!980"-

f0!980", which was first proposed in the late 1970s [5],
is thought to be an essential approach to clarify the
nature of these two mesons. Both a00!980" and f0!980"
can decay into K#K! and K0K̄0, which show a difference
of 8 MeV=c2 in the production mass threshold due to
isospin breaking effects. The mixing amplitude between
a00!980" and f0!980" is dominated by the unitary cuts of the
intermediate two-kaon system and proportional to the
phase-space difference between them. As a consequence,
a narrow peak of about 8 MeV=c2 in width is predicted
between the charged and neutral KK̄ mass thresholds,
while the normal widths of a00!980" and f0!980" should be
50–100 MeV=c2 [6]. The mixing mechanism has been
studied extensively in various aspects, and many reactions

have been discussed, such as 'p ! p$0# [7], $!p ! $0#n
[8,9], pn ! d$0# [10–12], dd ! ($0# [13]. However, no
quantitative experimental result has been firmly estab-
lished yet.
Inspired by Refs. [14–16], a first quantitative calculation

was carried out to examine the a00!980" ! f0!980" mixing
with the isospin-violating processes of J=!!"f0!980"!
"a00!980"!"#$0 and %c1 ! $0a00!980" ! $0f0!980" !
$0$#$! [17–20]. The central masses and couplings of
a00!980" ! #$0=KK̄ and f0!980" ! $$=KK̄ from various
models [1–4] and different experimental results [21–26]
were investigated. The mixing intensities, i.e., )fa for the
f0!980" ! a00!980" transition and )af for the a00!980" !
f0!980" transition, are defined as

)fa $
B%J=! ! "f0!980" ! "a00!980" ! "#$0&

B%J=! ! "f0!980" ! "$$&
; !1"

)af $
B%%c1 ! $0a00!980" ! $0f0!980" ! $0$#$!&

B%%c1 ! $0a00!980" ! $0$0#&
: !2"

The mixing intensities, )fa and )af, are important experi-
mental probes of the nature of a00!980" and f0!980", as
they are sensitive to the couplings in the processes of
a00!980" ! KK̄ and f0!980" ! KK̄, respectively. A direct
measurement of the mixing intensities would provide
crucial constraints in models of a00!980" and f0!980"
internal structure. It is also worth noting that besides the
a00!980"-f0!980" mixing mechanism, the underlying
electromagnetic (EM) processes of J=! ! "a00!980" and
%c1 ! $0f0!980" with normal widths of a00!980" and
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Since the discoveries of a00!980" and f0!980" several
decades ago, explanations about the nature of these two
light scalar mesons have been controversial. These two
states, with similar masses but different decay modes and
isospins, are difficult to accommodate in the traditional
quark-antiquark model [1], and many alternative formula-
tions have been proposed to explain their internal structure,
including tetraquarks [1,2], KK̄ molecule [3], or quark-
antiquark gluon hybrid [4].
The mixing mechanism in the system of a00!980"-

f0!980", which was first proposed in the late 1970s [5],
is thought to be an essential approach to clarify the
nature of these two mesons. Both a00!980" and f0!980"
can decay into K#K! and K0K̄0, which show a difference
of 8 MeV=c2 in the production mass threshold due to
isospin breaking effects. The mixing amplitude between
a00!980" and f0!980" is dominated by the unitary cuts of the
intermediate two-kaon system and proportional to the
phase-space difference between them. As a consequence,
a narrow peak of about 8 MeV=c2 in width is predicted
between the charged and neutral KK̄ mass thresholds,
while the normal widths of a00!980" and f0!980" should be
50–100 MeV=c2 [6]. The mixing mechanism has been
studied extensively in various aspects, and many reactions

have been discussed, such as 'p ! p$0# [7], $!p ! $0#n
[8,9], pn ! d$0# [10–12], dd ! ($0# [13]. However, no
quantitative experimental result has been firmly estab-
lished yet.
Inspired by Refs. [14–16], a first quantitative calculation

was carried out to examine the a00!980" ! f0!980" mixing
with the isospin-violating processes of J=!!"f0!980"!
"a00!980"!"#$0 and %c1 ! $0a00!980" ! $0f0!980" !
$0$#$! [17–20]. The central masses and couplings of
a00!980" ! #$0=KK̄ and f0!980" ! $$=KK̄ from various
models [1–4] and different experimental results [21–26]
were investigated. The mixing intensities, i.e., )fa for the
f0!980" ! a00!980" transition and )af for the a00!980" !
f0!980" transition, are defined as

)fa $
B%J=! ! "f0!980" ! "a00!980" ! "#$0&
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B%%c1 ! $0a00!980" ! $0$0#&
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The mixing intensities, )fa and )af, are important experi-
mental probes of the nature of a00!980" and f0!980", as
they are sensitive to the couplings in the processes of
a00!980" ! KK̄ and f0!980" ! KK̄, respectively. A direct
measurement of the mixing intensities would provide
crucial constraints in models of a00!980" and f0!980"
internal structure. It is also worth noting that besides the
a00!980"-f0!980" mixing mechanism, the underlying
electromagnetic (EM) processes of J=! ! "a00!980" and
%c1 ! $0f0!980" with normal widths of a00!980" and
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p+
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a0 f0

Solution I:   0.99±0.16±0.30+0.09 
Solution II:  0.41±0.13±0.17±0.13

0.40±0.07±0.14±0.07



PWA in ψ(3686)→K+K-η    

◈ The dip ~1.7GeV in the K+K- mass spectrum can be well described with the  
φ(1680) and the X(1750)


◈ The X(1750) is determined to be JPC= 1-- 
17

BW!s" # 1

m2 ! s ! i
!!!
s

p
!!s"

; !2"

!!s" # !0!m2"
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s

#"
p!s"
p!m2"

#
2l$1

; !3"

where s is the invariant mass squared of the daughter
particles, m and !0 are the mass and width of the
intermediate resonance, respectively, l is the orbital angular
momentum for a daughter particle, and p!s" or p!m2" is the
momentum of a daughter particle in the rest frame of the
resonance with mass

!!!
s

p
or m.

The probability to observe the ith event characterized
by the measurement !i, i.e., the measured four momenta of
the particles in the final state, is

P!!i" #
"!!i"#!!i"R
d""!!"#!!"

; !4"

where "!!i"! !d$d""i is the differential cross section, #!!i" is
the detection efficiency, d" is the standard element of
phase space for three-body decays, and

R
d""!!"#!!" # $0

is the measured total cross section. The differential cross
section is given by [27]

" # d$
d"

# 1

2

X2

%#1

A%A%%; !5"

where A% is the total amplitude for all possible resonances,
and % # 1; 2 labels the transverse polarization directions.
Longitudinal polarization is absent since with highly
relativistic beams e$e! annihilation produces &!3686"
with spin projection Jz # &1 relative to the beam.
The likelihood for the data sample is

L #
YN

i#1

P!!i" #
YN

i#1

"!!i"#!!i"
$0

: !6"

Technically, it is more straightforward to minimize
negative log-likelihood (NLL), S # ! lnL, instead of
maximizing L, with

S # ! lnL # !
XN

i

ln
"
"!!i"
$0

#
!
XN

i

ln #!!i": !7"

In Eq. (7), the second term is a constant and has no impact
on the determination of the amplitude parameters or on the
relative changes in S. In the fit, ! lnL is defined as

! lnL # !
XN

i

ln
"
"!!i"
$0

#
# !

XN

i

ln"!!i" $ N ln $0:

!8"

The complex couplings, i.e., the relative magnitudes and
phases, of amplitudes are determined through an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit. The resonance parameters are
optimized by a scan method. We perform many independent
fits with varying initial values but with a specific value of the
resonance parameter under study until a stable minimum
negative log-likelihood (MNLL) value is obtained. We then
scan, performing a series of such MNLL searches with
various values for the resonance parameter; the resonance
parameter value with the minimum MNLL is taken as our
nominal value. For each pair of charge conjugate processes
and resonances, the two partners use the same complex
coupling and resonance parameters.
The free parameters in the likelihood function are

optimized using MINUIT [29]. The measured total cross
section $0 is evaluated using a dedicated MC sample
consisting of Ngen events uniformly distributed in phase
space. These events are subjected to the selection criteria
described in Sec. III and yield a sample of Nacc accepted
events. The normalization integral is then computed as

Z
d""!!"#!!" # $0 !

1

Ngen

XNacc

k

"!!k": !9"

The background contribution in the fit is estimated
using the ' sideband data and is subtracted from the
log-likelihood function for data in the ' signal region, i.e.,

S # !!lnLDATA ! lnLBG": !10"
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FIG. 3. Comparisons to the fit projections for the (a) K$K!, (b) K$', and (c) K!' invariant mass distributions.
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The number of the fitted events NX for an intermediate
resonance X is defined as

NX !
!
!X
!0

"
N0; "11#

!X ! 1

Ngen

XNacc

j!1

"X"#j#; "12#

where N0 is the number of selected events after background
subtraction and "X denotes the observed differential cross
section for the process with the intermediate state X.
The detection efficiency $X for the intermediate reso-

nance X is obtained using a weighted MC sample that
resembles the data,

$X ! !X
!genX

!
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j!1 "X"#j#
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k!1 "X"#k#
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Taking %"3686# ! X&, X ! K$K! as an example, the
product branching fraction is calculated according to

B"%"3686# ! X&; X ! K$K!# ! NX

N% · $X · B"& ! ''#
;

"14#

where N% is the number of %"3686# events [17] and
B"& ! ''# is the branching fraction of & ! '' [23].
The free parameters in the fit are the relative magnitudes

and phases of the amplitudes. The statistical uncertainties
of the signal yields are propagated from the covariance
matrix obtained from the fit. The statistical uncertainties
for the masses and widths, which are optimized using a
scan method, are defined as one standard deviation from the
optimized results, corresponding to a change of 0.5 in the
log-likelihood value, for a specific parameter.
The statistical significance of a given intermediate

resonance is evaluated using the change in the log-like-
lihood value and the number of free parameters in the fit
with and without the specific resonance.

B. PWA result

A PWA is performed on the accepted 1787 candidate
events for %"3686# ! K$K!&, where the background
contribution is described with 257 events from the &
mass sidebands. Though most of %"3686# ! (& events
are removed by requiring M"K$K!# > 1.2 GeV=c2, the
amplitude for %"3686# ! (& is included in the PWA to
evaluate its impact on the interference between the tail
of the ( and other components. However, its contribution
is constrained to the expected number of events, 24.3% 2.4,
which is estimated from the branching fraction of
%"3686# ! (& [23].

For the other components in the fit, a large number of
attempts are made to evaluate the possible resonance
contributions in the K$K! and K%& mass spectra [30].
Only components with a statistical significance larger
than 5! are kept in the baseline solution. In addition to
the (, the baseline fit includes contributions from the
("1680#, X"1750#, )"2150#, )3"2250#, K&

2"1980#%, and
K&

3"1780#%. The fit results, including the resonance param-
eters, the statistical significance and the product branching
fraction for each component, are summarized in Table I
and Table II. Table III shows the resonance parameters in
baseline solution and their average values in Particle Data
Group (PDG) [23].
The spin-parity assignment of the baseline solution is

checked for each component separately. Replacing ("1680#,
)"2150#, or )3"2250# by a 3!! [1!! for )3"2250#] resonance
with same mass and width worsens the NLL values by 81.8,
213.8, and 40.1, with the number of degrees of freedom
unchanged. Altering the K&

2"1980# spin parity to 1!, 3!, 4$

or theK&
3"1780# to 1!, 2$, 4$ worsens the NLL values by at

least 40 units. The spin-parity assignment of the X"1750#
as 1!! is significantly better than the 3!! hypothesis, with
the NLL values improved by 53.4 units.
The PWA results provide a good description of the data,

as illustrated by the comparisons between the fit projections
and the data forM"K$K!#,M"K$&#,M"K!&#, and angular
distributions in Figs. 3 and 4. In addition, the comparisons

TABLE I. Mass, width and significance of each component in
the baseline solution. The first uncertainties are statistical and the
second are systematic.

Resonance M (MeV=c2) ! (MeV) Significance

("1680# 1680$12$21
!13!21 185$30$25

!26!47 14.3!
X"1750# 1784$12$0

!12!27 106$22$8
!19!36 10.0!

)"2150# 2255$17$50
!18!41 460$54$160

!48!90 23.5!
)3"2250# 2248$17$59

!17!5 185$31$17
!26!103 8.5!

K&
2"1980# 2046$17$67

!16!15 408$38$72
!34!44 19.9!

K&
3"1780# 1813$15$65

!15!16 191$43$3
!37!81 11.2!

TABLE II. Branching fraction for each process in the baseline
solution. The first uncertainties are statistical and the second are
systematic.

Decay mode BF (!10!6)

%"3686# ! ("1680#& ! K$K!& 12.0% 1.3$6.5
!6.9

%"3686# ! X"1750#& ! K$K!& 4.8% 1.0$2.6
!2.6

%"3686# ! )"2150#& ! K$K!& 21.7% 1.9$7.7
!8.3

%"3686# ! )3"2250#& ! K$K!& 1.9% 0.4$0.5
!1.3

%"3686# ! K&
2"1980#%K! ! K$K!& 7.0% 0.5$3.7

!0.6
%"3686# ! K&

3"1780#%K! ! K$K!& 2.0% 0.4$1.9
!0.4
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Summary
◈ BESIII detector has successfully collected data samples, including 10billion J/

ψ events. 


◈ A set of interesting and important results from the light hadron spectrum 
achieved:


✦ Strong correlation between the X(1835) and mppb threshold enhancement. 
A molecule state or a bound state?


✦ Wide search for the glueball and current glueball candidates (component): 
f0(1710), f2(2340), X(2370)


✦ First observation of a0(980)-f0(980) mixing.


✦ The X(1750) was observed with the JPC=1— 


◈ With the highest J/ψ dataset, the more extensive and intensive investigation is 
ongoing, looking forward to new results in the near future.
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